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STARTING ACTIVITY – Roll the dice.  (20 Minutes)
Roll your five dice. Write down the five numbers. Now roll them again and add up all five numbers, do 
this a second time and add this to first total number. This is your target number. You can use any of 
the four operations (+, -. x. and ÷) but only each of the first set of number once.

 
MAIN TEACHING – Adding and subtracting fractions.  (10 Minutes)
Draw two circles on the white board and split each into 5 pieces display the fraction addition 
‘2/5 + 1/5 = ____’ above. Tell that you can solve this question easily by using the two circles – colour 
in two sections on the first and one on the second. Ask if I added the shaded sections together how 
many ‘fifths’ would I have? Once an answer has been given draw a third circle split into five parts and 
ask how many segments should be shaded to represent the answer. 

Next display the fraction subtraction ‘2/5-1/5= ____’ and draw two circles beneath divided into fifths. 
Tell that you can solve this question easily by using the two circles – colour in two sections on the 
first and one on the second. Ask if took the sections in the second circle away from the first how 
many ‘fifths’ would I have left? Once an answer has been given draw a third circle split into five parts 
and ask how many segments should be shaded to represent the answer.

Repeat the example with the addition ‘5/7 + 1/7 = ____’ followed by the subtraction ‘5/7 - 1/7 = ____’

MAIN TASK – (20 minutes)
Present the following questions for the pupils to solve using their paper, pencil and circular object 
for support.

 1.    3/5 + 2/5 =
 2.    7/7 – 5/7 =
 3.    4/5 – 3/5 =
 4.    2/6 + 2/6 =
 5.    2/7 + 3/7 =
 6.    1/8 +4/8 =
 7.    5/6 – 2/6 =
 8.    8/8 – 7/8 = 
 9.    7/5 – 5/9 =
 10.  3/12 + 7/12 =

Materials Required:
Paper
Pencil
Small circular object (to assist in 
drawing circles quickly)

Key Words: 
Section

Differentiation: 
HA Extension: Display the question 
‘3/5 + 2/10 = ____’ ask how could you 
answer this question and allow to 
solve independently. Repeat with the 
question ‘4/6-1/3 = ____’.

Traffic light expected lesson 
outcomes: 
 I can add fractions with the same 

denominator.
 I can add and subtract fractions 

with the same denominator.
 I can add and subtract fractions 

with the same denominator. I can 
begin to do this with fractions that 
have different denominators. 
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PLENARY – (10 Minutes)
Display the question ‘3/5 + 2/10 = ____’. Ask your pupils how they could solve this? Draw two circles 
and divide into the sections in the question. Now split the first fraction from fifths to tenths – ask 
how many tenths three fifths is (You can use your HA pupils to support you here. Tell them to notice 
how the numerator is double 3 and the denominator is double 5. Tell them they can do this with any 
fraction – as long as they multiply the numerator and denominator by the same number it will be the 
same amount of the circle shaded.

Show the question ‘4/8-1/4 = ____’ ask your pupils if they can solve this themselves.
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